Location 22
SO 7504 5998
Nubbins Quarries
This is a long line of old quarry faces a few metres high
extending east-west along the hillside.
Photo A

Head along the base of the rock face to the western end
(Photo A). From this western end of the quarries,
examine the rock exposures working back along to the
east as far as the public footpath.
* Unlike many of the previous rock exposures seen on the
traverse, the structures in these rocks are not so easy to
see. Close examination shows that there is a subtle

structure to the rock, sloping gently top-right to bottom
left in many places all along the quarry workings (see
Photo B).
Photo B
This sloping structure
is cross-stratification or
more specifically crossbedding. This can be
formed under water
(rivers, lakes, sea) and
also on dry land
(mostly in deserts). The
rocks at Location MT22
are therefore of
sedimentary origin.
Can you describe the way in which cross-bedding forms?
You could draw a picture in your notebook to remind you
if that is easiest.
The cross stratification here has not been deformed by
tectonic activity, and remains flat as originally laid down;
this is in great contrast to many previous locations on this
traverse, where much deformation has taken place.
The direction of the flow of water or wind when cross
stratification is formed can be established by finding its
steepest slope. This not always easy to see in rock

exposures, especially if they are 2-dimensional. If they are
3 dimensional, it is possible to get the direction, or to
approximate it. The cross-bedding in the 2 dimensional
quarry face in Photo B suggests the direction of flow is
from right to left; however, in places the quarry face has
corners, giving 3 dimensions and here the cross bedding
can be seen to slope not only from right to left, but also
slope into the rock (Photo C).
Photo C

The direction of flow can be more closely approximated.
What is the approximate direction of flow in the cross
bedding here? Choose: (a) west and south-west
(b) east (c) north and north-west

Studies of other parts of this rock formation at many
locations in the south-west Midlands indicate that the
formation as a whole was deposited mainly in rivers.
* There is a more clearly-seen structure besides crossbedding in the rock exposures: more or less horizontal
breaks at intervals up through the rock (upper part of
Photo B). Careful study of these horizontal breaks show in
places that the cross bedding passes through them,
indicating that the horizontal structures developed after
the cross bedding was formed. They are possibly some
form of joint, perhaps developed as the rocks
decompressed as others once overlying them were
eroded away. This shows that the cross bedding at
Location MT22 is large scale, indicating that the river
channels in which they formed were substantial in size.
* Look closely at the rock faces. Although there is
vegetation growth in places, much of the rock is well
exposed and can be studied easily in the rock faces
themselves (Photo C)

Photo C

Photo D
Locally, the rock contains
rounded as well as angular
granules and small pebbles
(Photo D). These have no
reaction to dilute
hydrochloric acid and are of
siliceous composition.

The rock is reddish-brown in colour, and is weaklycemented, so crumbles easily. It is likely that the rock is
held together mostly by a widely-distributed but small
quantity of clay minerals.
Measure its general grain size.
Is the rock generally coarse, medium or fine-grained?
What is the shape of the grains?
The grains are mostly composed of a glassy mineral, with
a stain of a reddish-brown mineral. This stain gives the
rock its overall colour. Many sedimentary rocks deposited
in environments on land have this colour.
What is the glassy mineral? Choose:
(a) quartz (b) mica (c) calcite
What is the reddish-brown mineral likely to be? Choose:
(a) olivine, (b) haematite (c) calcite
There are no fossil shells or shell fragments present. There
is little or no reaction in this reddish-brown rock if dilute
hydrochloric acid is added to it, so it contains little or no
calcium carbonate. The rock is a sandstone.
* Although the rock is weakly cemented, very locally it is
much more so. It is a silica (quartz) cement, and resists
weathering, producing mostly vertical elongate textured
zones that protrude from the rock face (Photos E and F).

Photo E

Photo F

These elongate zones of cement may have been
deposited from silica –bearing water in the sandstone that
was drawn upwards by evaporation under a hot climate.
The zones, being only localised, suggest water content in
the sandstone was very limited. Some cavities seen in the
rock exposures at this quarry may be where other zones
of silica cement have come loose during weathering and
left spaces where they were once located .

A further type of structure seen locally in the rock
exposures are narrow features sloping top right to bottom
left (Photos G, H and I). They are light-coloured and lined
with very fine crystals of the mineral calcite.
Photo G

Photo H

Photo I

* Examine one of these sloping features where accessible.
Is there any sign of displacement of the rocks either side,
indicating a fault, or if not could the feature be a joint?

* Where these sloping features intersect with the
horizontal structures in the rock face, it is possible in
some places to see the dip and strike of the former (Photo
I). Estimate their dip and strike. What do you get?
As a guide, one reading for this was 017 / 65 E.
These features are likely to have been produced by
tensional tectonic forces in the geological past, and
sometime after their creation, water carrying dissolved
calcium carbonate passed down into them and deposited
calcite.
Fill in the gaps, and delete as required, in the following
sentences:
Evidence at Location 22 and from studies elsewhere
indicates that the reddish-brown sandstones were
originally underwater dunes deposited by rivers flowing
towards the ….……………….. (which direction?)
The amount and form of cement indicates ………………..
(lots or little?) water in the sand at the time of
cementation, suggesting the river deposits had become
mostly dry and were subject to strong evaporation under
a …………....…….. [hot or cold?] dry climate.
The lack of fossil remains such as shells, and lack of
disruption of the cross bedding by burrowing organisms
suggests conditions were not stable for long enough to
support colonisation by animals and plants.

The sandstones were at some time subject to tectonic
forces causing lateral …………. (tension or compression? )
The sandstones are likely to have been covered by
younger sedimentary rocks later, compacting them; the
subsequent removal of these younger sediments caused
vertical …………………… (compression or decompression?)
of the sandstones and the creation of a succession of
horizontal joints.

